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Key Objectives for LIFT
The LIFT Experience

Sessions Overview

• Session 1 – Leading and Managing Yourself
• Session 2 – Transforming and changing as a leader
• Session 3 – Leading a Vision through coaching and managing

Quick Share from LIFT Grads

• Share a little personal background.
• Why they wanted to participate.
• What they valued most and why.
• What has changed for them as a leader.
Next Steps for LIFT Programs

Advanced LIFT for Grads across all programs
- Timing for first one is April 2016
- Renew some relationships and best practice sharing amongst
- Address current issues and do some deeper work in leadership and using practical tools for managing performance on dairies.

Next Full Session with New Attendees
- Timing for 2017 at this point
- Feedback from first session will be used to enhance the program
- Bring some 2015 folks in to participate as leaders or facilitators for key areas.
- Keep preparing leaders for the future.